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WELCOME 
Welcome to the BC Bike Race! Since the first BC Bike 
Race in 2007, we have visited dozens of communities, 
explored hundreds of trails and thousands of 
kilometers of hand-built singletrack. But most 
importantly we have shared in countless smiles, hugs 
and celebrations that have led us here.

The amount of work, passion and long hours that have 
been devoted to making this event a success year-
after-year is immeasurable. Thank you to our team, 
the trail builders, the clubs, the communities, our 
sponsors, partners, and most of all, to you, our racers.

2022 will mark the second edition of the BCBR 
Okanagan, located in the middle of Southern BC. We 
are honored and grateful to be riding on the traditional 
and unceded territory of the Syilx people of the 
Okanagan Nation.

This is a stunning, world class riding destination. 
We cannot wait for you to experience the diverse 
terrain found across this region at this year’s Ultimate 
Singletrack Experience.

Have a wonderful time while our crew makes sure you 
leave saying “that was the best week of my life!”

- The BC Bike Race Team
“ WORLD CLASS  

RIDING DESTINATION 
IN THE MIDDLE OF 
SOUTHERN BC”
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THE ULTIMATE 
SINGLETRACK
EXPERIENCE
BC Bike Race has captured the imagination of the 
mountain biking world. We can’t thank the past and 
present communities we have been working with 
over the years enough. We will introduce you to new 
communities this year as we go back on the road to 
explore multiple riding areas. We are grateful for their 
support as we give you a taste of the extensive and 
diverse network of trails here in the Okanagan. It is the 
lovingly crafted singletrack gems that have created 
such high demand for the BC Bike Race and has led 
British Columbia and its singletrack to become known 
around the world as a Mecca for mountain bikers. 
 
BC Bike Race has hosted over 57 countries in our 
16-year history. For 2022 we welcome racers from 
33 different countries. The BC Bike Race team takes 
great pride and pleasure in sharing our backyard with 
other mountain biking enthusiasts. We are committed 
to creating and delivering the “Ultimate Singletrack 
Experience”. 
 
Off the bike we promise you will fall in love with this 
gem of an area with a combination of big-clean lakes, 
mountains, a warm-sunny and dry climate, and a 
flourishing wine industry.

“ THE BEST 
WEEK OF  
YOUR LIFE”
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“BC BIKE RACE 
WAS FOUNDED 
ON HIGH FIVES 

& EPIC TALES”

LIVE LIKE LOCALS
Everyone is here because they love to ride their 
mountain bikes and are looking for adventure. That’s 
why many people have come to live in this province. The 
camaraderie that is built between riders in our forests 
grows organically from sharing the experience with 
like-minded people.

SAY THANKS
The BCBR crew and the host volunteers of each 
destination city, town or village have been working hard 
over the course of the year to make this event a reality. If 
you see a red shirt, say thank you for their work. We are 
all part of the journey together.

BE AWESOME
Your bike is your trusty steed, take care of it and it will 
take care of you. The people around you are your safety 
network in the backcountry. Lend a hand to someone 
who needs it. Let’s all take care of each other and have a 
beer at the end of the day to celebrate.

LET US HELP
We take safety very seriously and have an experienced 
team at basecamp, on course, and all around you. If you 
are hurt, let someone know. Never leave the race course 
without checking in with Course Control, Medical, or at 
an Aid Station. In the event you feel you cannot continue 
we will help you get back to the finish safely. Always 
check in with Racer Relations immediately upon return 
to the Start/Finish area.

FOUNDATIONS OF THE  
BC BIKE RACE EXPERIENCE
The BC Bike Race was founded on high fives and epic 
tales from the big ring. From the front, middle or back 
of the pack you are free to choose your own adventure. 
We have developed a keen organizational awareness 
of some basic guidelines that, when understood by 
our participants, contribute to the most satisfying 
consumption of our handcrafted singletrack. In this 
section, we are sharing with you these fundamental 
guidelines. Adopt them, and you’ll be part of an amazing 
and unique adventure of a lifetime! 

KNOW YOUR LIMITS
Stage racing is a patience game; you will not win it on the 
first, second or even the fourth day. So manage your bike, 
manage yourself and recognize your own limitations. You 
will soon learn when to push them and when to live within 
them. Crossing the line having completed the “Ultimate 
Singletrack Experience” is your reward!

GIVE A BIKE LENGTH
BC singletrack is narrow and allows only one rider at a 
time. The faster rider has the right of way but must be 
courteous in requesting a pass. Communication comes 
from behind. By stage two you will all be riding with 
people of a similar speed. Giving each other space on 
the singletrack makes for the most enjoyable riding. Get 
to know the people around you and have fun sharing the 
BCBR experience.

RACE PRINCIPLES
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COURSE INFO
Format changes to BC Bike Race in 2021 came as our response to the pandemic and very much narrowed 
our geographic and spatial footprint. We built shorter and faster stages that challenged racers to be fast from 
the start to the finish. It produced very good racing. Taking what we learned from 2021 and adding input from 
competitors and our course team, as well as historical BCBR timing data, we have formulated the BCBR 2022 
edition in its own flavour. Our guiding principles in design were to keep the race pace high like last year, but 
also test deeper levels of aerobic fitness from our racers through increase in distance as well as percentage 
overall of singletrack.  Thus, in 2022 we’ve built a race around two mid-week “Queen Stages”, increased the 
overall amount of purpose-built Mountain Biking Cross Country singletrack, and have increased the geographic 
footprint. 
 
 
Some factors we’ve considered in design:
• Operating in the BC Interior in 2022 allows us to regionalize our footprint, but still expanding it from 2021.

•  Fall racing means less light for our competitors, and we at BCBR have never set cut-off times for riders as we 
are open registration event with a wide range of riders from amateur to professional. We set courses to make 
sure everyone can finish in the light. 

•  Intensity over length is still the norm, but we have increased the distances of the middle stages more typical 
to historic BCBR editions.  Early and late stages will be shorter and more intense. 

• Increased cross country singletrack to challenge the racers’ deep aerobic fitness more so than in 2021. 

• Safety on Roadways; eliminating (where possible) on-the-clock sections where there is interface with vehicles.

PROLOGUE - SEPTEMBER 16TH
CRAWFORD TRAILS, KELOWNA, BC
Start/Finish Location Kelowna BC, Crawford Trails  

Total Riding Distance 10.5 km
Total Qualifying Distance 7 km
Total Climbing Elevation: 300 m 
Prologue of the 2022 BC Bike Race is September 16th in 
Kelowna, BC. Cameron Worman of MTBCO is the Course 
Manager. The Prologue is 300m of climbing and 300m of 
descending sliced from the first part of the Stage 1 course. 
7 km of timed qualifying will set the General Classification 
for Stage 1 staging the next day 
PARCOURS: 

• 2 km degraded paved road to Start Timing mats
• 1 km stiff climbing from gravel road into singletrack 

trail to high point of the Prologue
• 6 km of undulating down country descending on 

singletrack to Finish Timing mats
• 1.5 km of paved country road to basecamp.

700m

600m

500m
3.5km 7km

10.5km

Start Timing Mat

Finish Timing Mat
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COURSE INFO

STAGE ONE - SEPTEMBER 17TH STAGE TWO - SEPTEMBER 18TH
S. CANOE/LARCH HILLS/RUBBERHEAD 
TRAILS, SALMON ARM, BC
Start/Finish Location Salmon Arm, BC  

Total Riding Distance 52 km
Total Racing Distance 52 km
Total Climbing Elevation: 2000 m
 
Stage 2 of the 2022 BC Bike Race is September 18th 
in Salmon Arm, BC. Chris Stromgren, Head Coach of 
the perennial BC Provincial Championship high school 
mountain bike racing program and longtime Course 
Captain for BC Bike Race is the Course Manager. This is 
the first of TWO Queen Stages for BCBR 2022. Positioned 
at the “start of the middle” of race week, the route is the 
longest racers will face. Distance is set at 52 km with 
2000 m of climbing over two huge accents setting up two 
epic downhill sectors over a wide range of singletrack 
trail styles. It is positioned in the seven days of racing 
as a cardiovascular test, with aerobic fitness and mad 

CRAWFORD TRAILS, KELOWNA, BC
Start/Finish Location Kelowna BC, Crawford Trails  

Total Riding Distance 40.5 km
Total Racing Distance: 36.5 km
Total Climbing Elevation: 1500 m  
 
Stage 1 of the 2022 BC Bike Race is September 17th in 
Kelowna, BC. Cameron Worman of MTBCO is the Stage 
Consultant. is a 40.5 km route with 1500 m of climbing 
amassed in a sawtooth profile with many ups and downs. 
It is positioned in the seven days of racing as a fast XC 
with all elements of a rider’s skillset tested. In the array 
of stages this year, this one sits at average distance and 
lower end of elevation as riders are stressed significantly 
more in the Salmon Arm stage the next day. The start and 
finish are the same location as the prologue. The final 
descent of Canyon Trail is the marquee media element 
and should provide clients with fantastic views of the 
valley, and a strong taste of the fast downhills in Okanagan 

dryland trails.

PARCOURS: 
• 2 km degraded paved road to Start Timing mats
• 1 km stiff climbing from gravel road into singletrack 

trail
• 6 km of undulating down country descending on 

singletrack
• 8.5 km of undulating upward trending cross country 

singletrack to Aid Station
• 1 km singletrack descent
• 6.5 km of singletrack and quad road climbing
• 4 km technical singletrack decent
• 4.5 km of singletrack and quad road climbing
• 8.5 km fast flowy singletrack descent to Finish Timing 

mat. 
• 1.5 km of paved country road to basecamp. 

descending skills required to make the podium of this 
stage.  The start and finish are the same location near the 
S. Canoe trailhead.

PARCOURS: 
• 2 km lead out on paved and gravel road to singletrack 

hole shot. 
• 1.5 km downhill fast flowy singletrack
• 13 km of purpose built climbing singletrack and gravel 

road connectors
• 7 km of steep and fast downhill flow trails to Aid 

Station
• 11 km purpose built singletrack climb with some 

gravel road connectors
• 3 km lush and loamy descending
• 4 km Lush and Loamy XC transfer
• 9 km of technical downhill singletrack
• 1 km transfer on gravel and pavement 

to finish line. 
STAGE SPONSOR

STAGE SPONSOR

1200m

850m

4
0.5km

15km 30km500m

Start Timing Mat

Finish Timing Mat

1200m

850m

52km

15km 30km500m 45km

Water Station
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COURSE INFO

STAGE THREE - SEPTEMBER 19TH

STAGE FOUR - SEPTEMBER 20TH

SILVERSTAR MOUNTAIN 
Start/Finish Location Silverstar Mountain Village, BC  

Total Riding Distance 43 km
Total Racing Distance 43 km
Total Climbing elevation: 1650 m 
 
Stage 3 of the 2022 BC Bike Race is September 19th at 
Silverstar Mountain Resort. Jason Martin is the Course 
Manager. This course located in the middle of the week 
is meant to be somewhat of a break on racer’s legs and 
lungs. But it is still nearly 43 km with 1650 m of elevation! 
What makes it a bit of a break for racers is that the trails 
themselves are smooth and flowy with groomed bermy 
trails both up and down. The focus here is the epic 
Beowulf built by Silverstar Mountain as a destination trail 

for XC singletrack riding. We sprinkle in the trails and 
roads on the ski hill and bike park to build the stage into a 
faster and less bumpy day in the saddle.

PARCOURS: 
• 1.5 km steep gravel lead out on road
• 11 km rolling sub-alpine trails undulating through 

the ski hill and bike park
• 10 km of bermy flowy downhill singletrack
• 9 km of bermy flowy uphill 

singletrack
• 8 km of rolling sub-alpine trails 

through skill hill and bike park
• 3.5 km winding and twisting 

down-country bike park trail to 
finish 

KALAMALKA LAKE/KING EDDY PLATEAU, 
VERNON, BC 
Start/Finish Location Coldstream, BC  

Total Riding Distance 51 km
Total Racing Distance 45 km
Total Climbing elevation: 1825 m  

Stage 4 of the 2022 BC Bike Race is September 20th in 
the Vernon area’s most renown riding zone. Brett Woods 
from Dialed Rides is the Course Manager. This course is 
located in the “later-middle” of the week and is designed 
to be the second Queen Stage testing riders’ aerobic 
fitness, XC power under fatigue, and steep descending 
skills. The course is 45 kms long with 1825 m of climbing, 
but the stats don’t tell the whole story. A giant morning 
singletrack climb will tax rider’s aerobic abilities before 
putting them to the sword on punchy Okanagan highlands 
trails at 1400 m elevation on the King Eddy Plateau. After 
passing a second time through the Aid Station, riders 
are faced with more of the massive descent; delayed 
gratification for the climb earlier in the day. At the very end, 
much to the racer’s legs’ chagrin, there is a rather punchy 
climb and grasslands descent to the timing mats. Racers 

will follow course marking tape over some of the morning 
trail sections and streets back to the basecamp off the 
clock and by rules of the road.

PARCOURS: 
• 1.5 km lead out on pavement
• 4.5 km on rolling grasslands trails and road
• 12.5 km wooded singletrack climb to Aid Station
• 3 km undulating Forest Service Road
• 7.5 km of undulating singletrack with spurts of down but 

generally upward trending
• 3 km steep downward technical singletrack to Aid 

Station
• 3 km undulating, downward 

trending singletrack
• 4.5 km of steep and rugged 

downhill singletrack
• 4.5 km of fast, steep and bermy 

downhill singletrack
• 1.5 km of grassland climb1 km downhill 

grasslands trail to Finish Timing Mat
• 4.5 km singletrack and road roll back to 

basecamp 
STAGE SPONSOR

STAGE SPONSOR

1200m

850m

4
3km

15km 30km500m

1300 m

650m 51 km

20km 30km0m 45km
Start Timing Mat

Finish Timing Mat
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COURSE INFO

STAGE FIVE - SEPTEMBER 21ST

STAGE SIX - SEPTEMBER 22ND

APEX MOUNTAIN 
Start/Finish Apex Mountain Resort, BC  

Total Riding Distance 28 km
Total Racing Distance 28 km
Total Climbing elevation: 1250 m 
 
Stage 5 of the 2022 BC Bike Race is September 21st at 
Apex Mountain. Carl Peterson is the Course Manager. 
This 28 km course is located at the beginning of the end 
of the stage race and is set in an alpine environment with 
the potential for rapidly changing weather conditions. The 
stage is shorter in distance but is steep and rugged and 
often above the tree line making it super challenging for 
riders as they muster strength for two big climbs into the 
alpine for a total of 1250 m elevation gain. Don’t be fooled 

by the smaller numbers. In our debut at Apex in 2021, 
riders voted it as their favorite stage of the week. We think 
its because we served them Canadian Whisky and Miso 
soup in the alpine Aid Station.

PARCOURS: 
• 4 km lead out on pavement and gravel road
• 13 km undulating subalpine singletrack
• 2.5 km steep alpine climb with hike a bike 

sections into Aid Station
• 3 km fast and flowing descent
• 3 km ski hill road and singletrack 

climb back to Aid Station
• 4.5 km alpine singletrack descent 

to finish line  

THREE BLIND MICE, NARAMATA, BC 
Start/Finish at Manitou Beach, Naramata, BC  

Total riding Distance 45 km
Total on clock: 27 km
Total climbing elevation: 1280 m  

Stage 6 of the 2022 BC Bike Race is September 22nd in 
Naramata, BC in the famous Three Blind Mice trail system. 
Course Manager is Dean Payne, resident of Naramata 
and President of BC Bike Race. Dean’s design strategy 
matches his own preference for steep climbs and steep 
and fast descents. Positioned at the end of the week this 
route starts with a long roll out to the trail system to warm 
up those tired racing legs. The clocked section of the 
day’s ride is a 27 km route that climbs 1280 m of elevation. 
The first climb is a true test of racers’ grit after a week of 
punishing riding. It combines some well-known climbing 
singletrack with a few sections of tough gravel road that 
is very steep, but its rewarded with a fun and fast downhill 
section before regaining some of the elevation to start 
the final descent. The final section of the profile is a down 
country effort that will require strength and stamina to 
get through the Three Blind Mice’s most notorious trails 
Rainbow and High Pony. To finish the test, riders come 

down Southern Dancer with views across the valley and 
Lake Okanagan. An off-the-clock, rules-of-the-road roll
back to Manitou Beach on the KVR and vineyard roads of 
Naramata for celebrations and beer garden caps off the 
week.

PARCOURS: 
• 9 km lead out through steep paved vineyard roads 

and rail grade gravel 
• 2.5 km rolling singletrack 
• 2 km climbing on steep and loose gravel road 
• 3.5 km of rolling, upward trending XC singletrack 
• 4.5 km singletrack climbing 
• 3.5 km fast flowy descending singletrack 
• 6.5 km steep, fall line singletrack descending 
• 3 km mixed gravel road and singletrack climbing 
• 10 km of downhill rugged singletrack to 

Finish Timing mat 
• 9 km roll of the clock back to the beach on rail grade 

and paved vineyard roads

STAGE SPONSOR
STAGE SPONSOR

2200m

1850m

28km

9.5km 19km1500m

1000 m

500 m

4
5km

15km 30km
0 m

45km

Start Timing Mat Finish Timing Mat
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COURSE SIGNAGECOURSE TEAM
PINK RIBBONS
From the beginning of the race, you will follow the PINK 
RIBBONS augmented with arrows with the  
BC Bike Race Logo on them.

•	 Three (3) ribbons on the right side indicate a  
right turn with a confirming pink ribbon (1) soon  
after the corner.

•	 Three (3) ribbons on the left side indicate a left  
turn with a confirming (1) pink ribbon soon after  
the corner.

TRAFFIC APPROACHING
When returning to the Finish you’ll see the  
“Traffic Approaching” sign.

Rules of the Road apply at all times on all 
gravel and paved roads. Be courteous to 
each other and have an amazing singletrack 
experience!

SINGLETRACK TRAILS
When getting close to singletrack you will 
see the “Single Track Ahead” sign. Sort 
yourself out into single file.

Fully managed courses with a variety of Course personnel 
which include Bike Patrol & Moto among other resources 
to manage the day.

BIKE PATROL
Bike patrol is our customer service wing on course. 
They pre-ride the course adjusting marking and 
managing any issues racers may encounter. 
They can prevent tricky on-course mechanicals 
from ending a racer’s day; or provide support to 
overcome difficulties, both physical and mental. 
They provide guidance and positive reinforcement 
for our riders and have communication with team if 
help is required.

MOTO PATROL
Moto patrol is used to lead out start waves. A 
motorized vehicle up front of the wave absorbs 
risk to cyclists in our interface zones (between 
start and trails). Our Moto team bounces from 
place to place on the course sometimes using 
off-course trails and roads. Motos also are used 
to report on the race to our media team.

FOLLOW THE 
PINK RIBBON
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Obsession: Bikes has been servicing the bikes of BCBR since 2007, 
managing to keep riders’ bikes rolling through this grueling single-track 
odyssey.  It’s not hard to see why bikes in this event need service - after 
all, when would you ever enter a bike race without a service beforehand 
and you will be racing for 7 days!

We bring a seasoned crew of some of the best techs in the industry today 
as well as a full shop worth of parts to keep your pride and joy running 
well.

Our services include (and are not limited to) daily a la carte servicing 
as well as our recommended: 
 
Optima Pro Package - Consider this package as not only great service 
for your bike but also a great way to deal with your bike in light of the 
travel requirements in this year’s event. Start each day with your bike on 
site and ready to go through another serious bashing on some of BC’s 
best single track. Finish each day and our Techs will take your bike and 
prepare it for the next day’s fun.

As this is our Pro level package: Rest easy knowing your bike is 
mechanically sound throughout race week. We will build your 
bike during registration, wash, lube, and tune it daily (includes a 
full inspection, bolt & tire check, wheel & rotor true, gear & brake 
adjustments, suspension & dropper seat post inspection). We finish 
each service with a solid stress test ensuring that your bike is race 
ready for each morning’s adventure. We also offer to store Optima 
Pro Package rider’s parts throughout race week. When the event 
wraps up we can also re-box your bike.

Optima pro package is limited to 40 riders.

Parts are extra and priced at standard MSRP.

https://www.obsessionbikes.com/bike-service/bc-bike-race-optima-
pro-package/

OBSESSION: TECH 
SERVICE FOR YOUR BIKE
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SPARE PARTS CONSIDERATIONS TO 
SURVIVE BCBR 2022:

Please source the following items from your 
LBS to best secure preferred repair items, 
specific to your bike and rider preferences:

• Derailleur Hangers - (x2 min) - (one for 
the trail, one for holding)

• Brake pads - (x3 set)
• Brake Rotor - (x1) (matching mounting 

type, size and brake caliper adapters)
• Chain (x1) and quick links (x2)
• Cassette (x1) (matching mount type, 

consider gearing)
• Chainring (x1) (matching mount type, 

consider preferred tooth count)
• Tires - (x2) (consider volume / tread 

type/ casing type)
• Tubes (x4) (consider valve length reach-

es through the rim)
• Patch Kit / Tire Repair Kit
• Spokes & Nipples (x4) (consider spoke 

length and gauge)

TECH SUPPORT
Your holiday, your race dreams are kept on track 
by the dedicated technicians at Shimano. We know 
you’ve trained hard and have taken time out of your 
busy schedule to come to the BC Bike Race. The 
Shimano team is dedicated to making sure you finish. 
Whether you need a tweak or have a full mechanical 
breakdown on course, they are ready to fix any issue 
and keep you trucking all the way to the finish. Tech 
support stations will be set up the aid station(s) each 
day.

“ KEEP YOUR 
DREAMS  
ON TRACK”
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EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBER 
Call or text - 1.778.888.6935 
If no answer call 911

M E D I C A L

NO CELL SERVICE?
Send word with another racer. Give them your:
• Bib number
• Location (km marker or mark on map)
• Your cell number

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS:
Emergency Medical Doctor, paramedics, nurses & 
nurse practitioners.

**In the case of an emergency, any stop 
and time lost to help a fellow rider will 
be credited to keep you in your current 
position. Do not worry about your time we 
will take care of you, but please do worry 
about your fellow racers.**

The medical team’s goal is to keep you in the race as  
long as it is safe for you and others.

We will do evaluations and deal with most of your 
ailments and triage riders who have issues that need  
the more advanced treatment to the nearest hospital. 

The following services are free of charge and  
performed by the medical team:
• Traumatic injury care 
• Concussion - assessment
• Wounds - cuts, saddle sores, bruises,  

blisters etc.
• Dehydration - exercise induced or  

from severe diarrhea 
• Heat stroke/illness
• Medical conditions 
• Extraction from wilderness and coordination 

with local EMS and hospital services.

AID STATIONS
We will have Aid Stations set up each day. Aid Stations 
will provide nutrition and hydration for our racers. If 
distance or hot weather conditions dictate, we may 
add more stations during a stage.

Drinks: Water, NUUN Electrolyte Drink, Red Bull

Food: Clif bars, Clif Shots, Bloks and Clif gels. 

FINISH LINE FOOD
Finish Line Food will have a variety of food, snacks, 
water and hydration products available to replenish you 
after a long day in the saddle.

Aid station(s) function as a key 
course control zone with Medical 
and Bike Tech.

BEER GARDEN
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The BC Bike Race Wellness team will be back year 
providing therapeutic treatments to help alleviate 
post race discomfort and support recovery so you 
can perform at your best, while minimizing injury risk. 
The team is comprised of 10 RMT’s, 2 Chiropractors, 
and 1 Physiotherapist. All of our therapists are highly 
trained and experienced in supporting athletes at 
stage races. Most of us are athletes ourselves so 
we understand how much goes into being able to 
perform at the high level you do. 

Accessing these services is easy. Just stop by our 
table at Race Registration day to enter your details 
and then come see us each day post race to secure 
your treatment time. 

FAQS 

How do I book an appointment? 
Simply create an account with us at registration, or when 
you get your first treatment and then walk-in on the day you 
want the treatment. We will get you in! It’s that easy!

What do I use Wellness for? 
Two things are needed to get you through the week: Your bike 
and your body. We take care of your body so you can have 
the best week of your life!

People who have used our services say it made the difference 
between truly enjoying the week, head up and appreciating 
our stunning surroundings versus suffering needlessly every 
day.

How often should I use Wellness? 
The more you use us, the faster you recover and the stronger 
you will feel for race start the next day.

Start on Day 1 then every day you want after that. The more 
we see you, the more we get to know you and what your 
body needs, so we can tailor our treatments for your optimal 
recovery.

What do I do if I get sick, heat stroke or 
extreme dehydration? 
Visit our medical practitioners in the medical tent to get you 
back on your feet.

Why does BCBR have so many Wellness 
practitioners? 
We get the Gold-standard for Wellness of any MTB race in 
the world. We take pride in superior service for our athletes 
and we want you to have the best week of your life!

Come in today to experience our unique team of dedicated 
and experienced Wellness therapists!

You’ll be putting in long days in the 
saddle and demanding a lot from 
your body. We have top-notch 
sports therapists on hand to help 
you perform at your best.

We are the Gold-standard 
for Wellness in the MTB world.  
We offer:

• Massage Therapy 
• Physiotherapy 
• Chiropractic Doctors 

Take advantage of this unique 
opportunity to have a group 
of highly trained therapists 
working to make this the best 
week of your life.

MASSAGE THERAPY 
30 mins

CUSTOM TREATMENT PACKAGE:  
Focused on your recovery! Manage new or chronic 
injuries, flush lactic acid, receive assisted stretching 
for those hard to reach places, and correct structural 
imbalances so you are well aligned on your bike. Be 
at your best on the start line each day.

 
PHYSIOTHERAPY 
30 mins  
INJURY MANAGEMENT: Assessment and treatment of 
non-emergency, new, or chronic injuries so you you can 
minimize the effects of injuries and be at your best. 

CHIROPRACTIC 
Chiropractic Adjustments: 
20 mins  
Our chiropractors are mountain bikers too, so they 
understand the strain that this kind of event can put on 
your body. By using a blend of chiropractic adjustments, 
myofascial release and IASTM for full-spine, shoulders, 
hips, arms and legs to put you back together!

MORNING TAPING SESSIONS 
$5 Session  
•  Tape up back, ankles, knees, shoulders & wrists before 

race start so you are well supported for your race day.

WELLNESS SERVICES
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A FULLY CHARGED  
E-BIKE EXPERIENCE



THANK YOU
All of us at the BC Bike Race thank you for being here . Some of 
you had signed up for this race before the global pandemic which 
turned everyone’s world upside down to some degree . Whenever 
you signed up, we are delighted to have you join us for the 2022 BC 
Bike Race . We are ready to give you your best week on a bike . 

As we embark on this journey together, our top priority continues 
to be the health and safety of our racers, our crew and the public in 
each of the communities we visit . 

While the world is different in so many ways, between the tape, 
it’s always the same . And now it’s time to race and earn your belt 
buckle .

~ The BC Bike Race Team
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RACE WEEK NOTES RACE WEEK NOTES
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DAILY HIGHLIGHTS DAILY HIGHLIGHTS
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GOLD SPONSORS

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SPONSORS!

WWW.BCBIKERACE.COM

BRONZE SPONSORS

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

PRESENTING SPONSORS

MEDIA PARTNER

SILVER SPONSORS

PHOTOGRAPHY 
Dave Silver
Chris Stenberg

SHARE YOUR ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
@BCBIKERACE #ULTIMATESINGLETRACK

#BESTWEEKONABIKE


